IN FILICES, FELICES!

Sessa Lab Newsletter
Fall 2018 through Summer 2019
HIGHLIGHTS

Welcome Jessie!

Jessie Pelosi will be
joining the lab as
our newest grad
student in fall 2019!

Welcome to the first Sessa Lab Newsletter!
Emily aspires to produce these annually, starting now, to celebrate our
activities and successes and to keep lab members, alumni, and friends of the
lab connected over the years. Please enjoy the photos and updates below
that relate some of what we have been up to over the past year!
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COUNTRIES VISITED

PAPERS PUBLISHED

TALKS GIVEN

Australia, Belgium,
Botswana, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Dominica,
Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Mexico,
Namibia, South Africa,
Spain, Switzerland

In: American Journal of
Botany, Applications in
Plant Sciences, New
Phytologist, Plant
Systematics and
Evolution, Systematic
Botany, Taxon & more!

Including at Harvard,
UF, LSU, UC Davis, Univ.
of Arizona, Institute for
Systematic Botany in
Zürich, and at Botany
and the Latin American
Botanical Congress
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New taxa

Wes and colleagues
named two new
genera in a paper
published in
Systematic Botany!

Costa Rica 2019

Lindsey became the
latest Sessa lab
member to take the
OTS fern course!

2018-2019 was a particularly travel-filled year…
…both for current lab members and alumni. Chris
spent much of the year in Tasmania, working with
world-famous plant ecophysiologist Tim Brodribb
and also conducting research in Australia. Wes
and Lindsey both traveled extensively in the
Caribbean and Central America, collecting plants
and teaching fern-focused workshops. Jerald and
Sally journeyed to Hawaii to finish up fieldwork
on gametophytes for Jerald’s thesis, and they
managed to fit in a skydiving excursion! Lauren
continued her fieldwork in South Florida’s pine
rocklands and also visited Joshua Tree National
Park to experience the superbloom. Emily spent
much of May 2019 driving around southern
Africa, and also squeezed in conferences in Spain
and Belgium during the year. Most of the lab,
including our two fantastic fantastic summer REU
interns, Isabel Mansour and Lucy Elkin, traveled
to Tucson, Arizona in July for the annual Botany
meetings. More about all these travels, and some
of our other adventures, below!

Saying bon voyage to Chris at the end of July,
2018, before his Tasmanian adventure! Left to
right: Jerald, Wes, Lindsey, Chris, Emily, Lauren.

2018-2019 LAB MEMBERS

Wes Testo (Postdoc)
Joined 2018

Lindsey Riibe (PhD)
Joined 2017

Chris Krieg (PhD)
Joined 2015

Jerald Pinson (PhD)
Joined 2014

Lucy Elkin (REU)

Isabel Mansour (REU)

David Adelhelm (BA)

Emily Sessa (PI)

Summer 2019

Summer 2019

Joined 2017

Started the lab 2013
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Lindsey’s Highlights
Dominican Republic, OTS, and herbarium visits!
✴ Lindsey completed her first fern collecting field trip
for her PhD research in December 2018!
• She traveled to the Dominican Republic with Wes,
Sally, Susan Fawcett (Barrington Lab, UVM), and
Pedro Schwartsburd (UFV).
• They worked with the Jardín Botanico Nacional de
Santo Domingo to host a one-day workshop on fern
and lycophyte identification for >20 students using
collections from the botanic garden’s herbarium and
living fern collection (picture at right).
• Thanks to the impeccable plant memory of Teodoro
Clase (National Botanic Garden), Lindsey collected
11 of the 14 Polystichum species native to
Hispaniola!
✴

Other travels…
• In January, Lindsey participated in the most recent offering of the OTS fern course, a rite of
passage for pteridophyte students and researchers.
• Over spring break, Lindsey visited the NY Botanical Garden, met with Robin Moran, and
pulled together a loan of West Indian Polystichum including many type specimens.
• From NYBG she went on to the University of Vermont, where she met with David Barrington,
the New World Polystichum guru, and walked on a frozen lake for the first time – terrifying!
• In Tucson, AZ, Lindsey gave her first Botany talk, on the mysterious fern Diplazium praestans!

6
LINDSEY’S MOST RECENT GRANTS & AWARDS!
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

‣

ASPT Graduate Student Research Award
UF’s Davis Graduate Fellowship in Botany
SSB Graduate Student Research Award
BSA Graduate Student Research Award
International Center for Tropical Botany
Scholarship, for Tropical Botany course at
Fairchild Botanical Garden
OTS scholarship for the Tropical Ferns &
Lycophyte course
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Jerald’s Highlights
Hawaii, Texas, and NPR!
✴ Jerald received a prestigious Mass Media Science &
Engineering Fellowship from the American
Association for the Advancement of Science!
• He spent summer 2019 in Austin, Texas, writing for
the Austin Statesman, and published 17 articles
during his time there! Look Jerald up on Twitter
(@jerald_pinson) for links to his pieces.
• The fellowship also included trainings in
Washington, DC, and Jerald got to tour NPR!
✴ Other travels…
• Jerald gave a talk on the geologic history of ferns for
the Birmingham, Alabama Fern Society.
• Jerald and Sally traveled to Hawaii to wrap up
fieldwork for his dissertation research on fern
gametophyte ecology. They also went skydiving!
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ARTICLES PUBLISHED

PLANE JUMPED OUT OF

During Jerald’s time at
the Austin Statesman!

Photo above, Sally (left)
and Jerald (right)
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Chris’s Highlights
Tasmania and Australia
✴ Chris received an Australian Academy of Science
Research Fellowship for 2018-2019!
• The trip started with a debriefing in Canberra,
Australia, and from there Chris participated in a
field course in Victoria with Kate McCulloh and
Tom Givnish from UW-Madison.
• Chris then spent September 2018 through
February 2019 in Tasmania, working with Tim
Brodribb to test methods for measuring cycad
hydraulics and their responses to vapor pressure
deficit (VPD) and the plant hormone ABA.
• Chris also visited Victoria again to work on
eucalpyt ecophysiology before returning home.
✴ Super exciting news: Chris was awarded an NSF
Postdoctoral Research Fellowship in Biology! He
will be working on cycads with Kate McCulloh at
UW Madison, starting in 2020.

Clockwise from top left: cycad water
relations experiment at University of
Tasmania, eucalypt experiments in
Victoria, and running cycad stomatal
response curves at U Tasmania.

Chris’s first chapter published!

The first chapter of Chris’s thesis was published in Applications in Plant Sciences! This
paper documents a new method for deriving press-volume curves, a tool in plant
physiology for understanding plant—water relations. Chris developed this technique
during a few months spent in Kate McCulloh’s lab at UW-Madison in 2018.
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Wes’s Highlights
GoFlag, fieldwork, and lots of cool plants!
✴ Wes kept up a busy schedule of fieldwork, teaching, and talks!
• He is working on a floristic study of Etoniah Creek State Forest in Putnam County, Florida.
• Through his extensive collecting throughout Florida, Wes
has discovered four undescribed species of Isoetes!
• He also submitted his first paper dedicated to nomenclature,
a proposal to fix a long-standing and confusing problem
about the correct name for an Asplenium that occurs
throughout the American tropics and Florida.
• Wes also helped lead the OTS fern course in Costa Rica and
taught a fern taxonomy course in the Dominican Republic.
✴ Coolest plants collected…
• A giant Isoetes from northeastern Florida.
• An undescribed Polystichum from atop a volcano on the
Ecuador-Colombia border.
• Phlegmariurus intermedius, which was a new record
for the island of Hispaniola.
✴ Other research projects…
• Wes and colleagues described two new genera of
ferns in the Polypodiaceae from the Old World
tropics (Bosmania and Zealandia).
• Wes’s favorite publication this year was the last
chapter of his PhD work on Phlegmariurus, which
documented how the rise of the Andes has been
linked to rapid diversification in this genus.
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4000

NUMBER OF NEW
COLLECTIONS

NEW ISOETES
SPECIES FOUND

COLLECTING TRIPS

GOFLAG SAMPLES

There’s nothing else to
say about that, really that huge number
speaks for itself!

The lycophyte flora of
Florida is in good
hands with Wes
around!

To Europe (in search of
Dryopteris), as well as
Colombia, Mexico,
Ecuador, Costa Rica,
and the Dominican
Republic.

Wes’s main focus this
last year was sampling
for GoFlag, and we
have nearly reached
our goal of 8500
samples!
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Summer 2019 REU Students
Lucy Elkin (Washington & Jefferson College) & Isabel Mansour (Colorado College)
As part of the GoFlag grant that Emily shares with several other UF Biology faculty members, we
were lucky enough to receive an REU supplement for 2019 from NSF, and even luckier that we were
able to recruit two absolutely fabulous undergraduate researchers to join our Education team as
REUs for the summer! Lucy applied for the position after meeting many members of the Sessa lab at
Botany 2018, and Isabel heard about us from her research mentor and Emily’s grad school partnerin-science, Rachel Jabaily. Isabel and Lucy were a dream team, and produced three fantastic webbased modules that introduce users to the morphology of mosses, ferns, and pines. Their incredible
artistic talents and photography/videography skills resulted in these modules being visually stunning
as well as educational! If you’re interested in exploring their modules and other GoFlag activities,
you can visit the Flagellate Plant Phylogeny Voyager website: http://flagellateplants.org/

FERNS

MOSSES

PINES

Summer 2019 RETs
Tredina Sheppard (UF’s PK Yonge Developmental Research School) and
Ayesha Qazi & Jennifer Campagna (Chicago Public Schools)
We were extra lucky this year that in addition to the REU supplement, NSF also gave us an RET
supplement (Research Experience for Teachers). This allowed us to bring three teachers to UF for a
week in July, to work with the GoFlag Education team (including Lucy and Isabel) on developing
activities for K-12 students to raise awareness about plant diversity and flagellate plants in particular.
We had a fantastic, productive, and educational time working with Tredina, Ayesha, and Jennifer!

Left to right: Jennifer, Ayesha,
and Tredina pressing plants,
and our new GoFlag logo!
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Above: GoFlag in the field! Left
to right, rear: Leslie Kollar,
Isabel, Lucy, Wes, Emily; front:
Ayesha, Tredina, Jennifer.
Above right: fern gametophyte.
Both photos by Isabel.
Right: GoFlag Education team.
Left to right: Pasha Antonenko
(UF College of Education),
Leslie, Jennifer, Tredina, Ayesha,
Emily, Lucy, Isabel, Christine
Davis (UF Biology). Photo by
Gordon Burleigh.

FEATURED LAB ALUMNI

Andrea Hammer

Lauren Trotta

Sally Chambers

Botany BS ’18
Andrea has returned to

WEC MS ‘16
Continuing as a PhD

Postdoc 2014–2017
Now a Research Botanist at

UF as Biology’s new
Botany Lab Manager!

student in Ben Baiser’s
lab in UF WEC

Marie Selby Botanical
Gardens in Sarasota, FL
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Lauren's Highlights
Pine Rocklands and Joshua Tree superbloom!
✴ Lauren’s favorite travels:
• Field work in Miami Dade Pine Rocklands to resample historic community vegetation plots.
Lauren also led a Pine Rockland Working Group field trip to UF’s Tropical Research and
Education Center (TREC) pine rockland fragment in Homestead, Florida.
• Because you only live once (and flowering plants are nice too), Lauren traveled to see the
spring superbloom in Joshua Tree National Park!

✴ Papers, posters, and talks:
Above: Lauren and
• Community phylogeny of the globally critically imperiled pine rockland
botanist Steve
ecosystem. Paper published in American Journal of Botany, 2018.
Woodmansee in the
• Incorporating pine rockland ecology and evolution across scales. Talk,
field, and a beautiful
Pine Rockland Working Group, October 2018.
pine rockland fragment
• 23 years of native and invasive plant community composition in pine
speckled with Agalinis
rocklands. Poster, Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council, March 2019.
fasciculata.

LAUREN’S FAVORITE
PLANTS THIS YEAR
Left: Joshua Tree in
bloom (Yucca brevifolia).
Right: Ghost flower
(Mohavea confertiflora), a
hemi-parasite on the
roots of Creosote Bush
that is fairly rare and
flowers infrequently.
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Sally's Highlights
New projects and travels in the Caribbean!
✴ Sally’s favorite trip…
• Sally’s favorite experience of
the year come from Dominica,
a small but diverse island in the
Lesser Antilles. She conducted
fieldwork there for over five
weeks, scouring the island and
its mountainous terrain to
collect as many different fern
taxa as possible to understand
how species are distributed
along an elevational gradient.
This work is being funded by a
new grant Sally has from the
National Geographic Society!

✴ Favorite collections…
• Sally’s favorite collections
of the year also hail from
Dominica and include a
number of taxa endemic to
only a handful of islands in
the Lesser Antilles,
including Elaphoglossum
feei (left) and E. plumieri
(right), which are both
epiphytic ferns restricted to
only two islands!
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GRANTS RECEIVED!

RACES RUN!

From the National Geographic Society, the
Cactus and Succulent Society of America,
and the FL Native Plant Society (Serenoa
Chapter). Sally also secured funding from
the Fish and Wildlife Service (Manatee
County) for work on the reintroduction of
the cactus Harrisia aboriginum.

Including a half marathon in
Colorado in September 2018
(in which Sally came first in her
age division!) and her first
ultra marathon, a 50 mile race
with her brother, in Michigan
in July 2019.
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Emily’s Highlights
New grants, lots of travel, and tenure!
✴ Grant news is good news…
• Two new NSF funded projects started at the beginning
of fall 2018: UF’s fern and lycophyte collections are
being digitized as part of a multi-institution grant, and
a new research project will study the effects of climate
change and ploidal level on fern gametophytes.
• Emily heard in December 2018 that her CAREER
award on African fern phylogenetics is being funded!
✴ New service roles…
• Emily continues to serve as President-Elect of the
American Fern Society, and will take over the
presidency in summer 2020.
• She also joined the council of the Society of
Systematic Biologists, and was elected to be the next
Director-at-Large for Publications for the Botanical
Society of America.
✴ Travel firsts…
• Emily visited South America for the very first time in
October 2018, attending the Latin American Botanical
Congress in Quito, Ecuador.
• She also went to two other new-to-her conferences,
the International Biogeography Society meetings (in
Málaga, Spain) and the International Polyploidy
Conference (in Ghent, Belgium).
• To prepare for teaching her study abroad class in
spring 2020, she visited Botswana and Namibia for the
first time, part of a 4,000-mile road trip in May 2019.
✴ Other fun things…
• She received the Botanical
Society of America’s 2019
Emerging Leader Award!
• She got tenure!
Emily loves a castle, and she got
to see plenty of them last year!
Left: Meise, Belgium; Right:
Ghent, Belgium.
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From top: Emily with Welwitschia
mirabilis in the Namib desert; flying over
the Okavango Delta in Botswana; with
John and Sandie Burrows, South African
fern and general botanical experts.

